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James 1:26, 3:1-12 
June 11, 2017 
“Shiver” 
Rev. Lou Nyiri 
 
If I were to say to you… 
“Avast, me hearties!” 
“Shiver me timbers!” 
“Arrrrr!” 
…you’d think of what? ~ Pirates, right!? 
 
Did you know that September 19th is Talk Like a Pirate Day? 
 
If you’re not familiar with this international holiday, then you’ve obviously been putting James 
life philosophy of service follows faith proclamation into practice so much that your too busy 
spending your time doing good and important things that you are not surfing the internet for 
extended periods of the day that you find out about inane things like Talk Like a Pirate Day. 
 
So – kudos to you! 
 
So, allow me to explain then, Talk Like a Pirate Day – because while you were out serving I was 
holed up in my office researching this monumental movement. 
 
TLPD (Talk Like a Pirate Day) was invented by a couple of guys while playing racquetball – no 
surprise there that a couple of guys would invent this life-changing movement. 
They picked September 19th because it wasn’t cluttered by other important events – like 
Christmas or The Super Bowl. 
For years, these two inventors, celebrated in private, until humorist Dave Barry wrote about 
this holiday in his newspaper column. 
Barry invited his readers to join the movement.  On September 19th, he encouraged, “answer 
your phone with ‘Ahoy, me hearty!’”   
If the caller protests, declaring not to be a hearty, then reply, “You scurvy dog!  You’ll soon be 
walking the plank and joining the rest of the motley crew in the depths of Davy Jones’ locker.” 
 
TLPD has moved around the world; has become popular on college campuses and even has a 
set of guidelines for celebrating the day in the workplace. 
If you’re tired of your first name, TLPD has a simple fix, put an adjective or descriptive phrase in 
front of it.  It’s no longer Lou – it’s Bloody Red Lou or Mad Dog Lou who’ll be visitin ya in the 
hospital on September 19th. 
 
However, it’s time to drop anchor on this opener and jump into the waters of today’s Good 
News from The Epistle of James. 
Yet, it is fitting, to talk about pirates this morning, because James has us looking at a Scripture 
passage that advises us about the taming of the tongue using nautical terms. 
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“Look at ships,” James writes, “though they are so large that it takes strong winds to drive 
them, yet they are guided by a very small rudder wherever the will of the pilot directs.  So also 
the tongue is a small member, yet it boasts of great exploits.” (James 3:4-5) 
 
As is often James’s style, he picks up later in his letter topics he introduced earlier.  Thus, in this 
text of chapter 3, James is highlighting two spots from chapter 1: 

“You must understand this, my beloved:  let everyone be quick to listen, slow to speak, 
slow to anger;” (James 1:19) 
“If any think they are religious, and do not bridle their tongues but deceive their hearts, 
their religion is worthless.”  (James 1:26) 

 
James also highlights the importance of the teacher – declaring the importance of controlled 
speech. 
James and his culture took teaching seriously, elevating it as the modeling of virtue. 
As those having influence over others, those with the label teacher were expected to hold 
themselves to a higher standard – knowing that eyes and ears were upon them that were 
taking in all they had to say (and watching how those words played out in their lives) and those 
lessons were forming the present and the future. 
 
I think we can extend this a bit further in today’s culture and recognize that we all have 
someone for whom we might be regarded as a teacher.  Parents are teachers.  Grandparents 
are teachers.  Teachers are teachers.  Neighbors are teachers.  Plant managers are teachers.  
Mid-level management are teachers.  Presbyterians are teachers.  Christians are teachers.  
Christ followers are teachers.  Whatever label one bears are teachers.  There are those who 
look up and learn from the words and actions we proclaim.  The stakes of our actions and 
words, James reminds, are raised because we are being watched. 
 
It recalls for me the adage, “Who you are speaks so loud…I can’t hear what you’re saying.” 
Or, the other saying I found recently, “Speak wisely…text and email like it might be read in a 
court of law.” 
 
The tongue is a small but powerful instrument which has an effect that is every bit as influential 
as the ruder of a pirate ship. 
Given today’s cultural climate, I’ll add to this the thumbs given the amount of vitriol and 
acrimony spewed on social media outlets…our society says some things in cyberspace it would 
never say in face-to-face space. 
The power of words is awe-inspiring and at times awful. 
 
James knows the devastating power of words. 
“…How great a forest is set ablaze by a small fire!  And the tongue is a fire.” (3:5-6) 
He understands how words can be used to discourage, derail, dismay, deceive and destroy the 
precious children of God.  He describes it as, “…a restless evil, full of deadly poison.” (3:8) 
 
The challenge for us as disciples then is to talk like a Christian. 
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To avoid the pull of the world away from God – what James would call ‘double-mindedness’ or 
‘double-tongued’ – to say one thing…yet do another. 
To bless God then curse one who is created in the likeness of God. 
“With it [the tongue] we bless the Lord and Father, and with it we curse those who are made in 
the likeness of God. … From the same mouth come blessing and cursing.  My brothers and 
sisters, this ought not be so.”  (3: 9-10). 
To offer up praise to God on Sunday then call your coworker or family member a dirty rotten 
scoundrel on Monday – to do so betrays the allegiance by which one claims to live when 
identifying oneself as Christian or Christ Follower. 
 
What is at stake is more than being the perfect sage – it is about the proper response to God’s 
creation. 
 
We are called to see and speak to each other with a full awareness that each person (whether 
they identify themselves as Christian or not) is created in the image and likeness of God. 
Each person has been breathed into being with the very breath of God. 
We miss an important aspect of their existence when we overlook this quality. 
 
It’s difficult to see the image of God in a person who has committed horrendous crimes. 
Sister Helen Prejean, the author of Dead Man Walking, believes that every person is worth 
more than [their] worst act.  Every person bears the image of God, even if [that person] has 
strayed from God’s way.  In 1982, Sister Helen began corresponding with a death-row inmate, 
and ministered to him right up to his execution.   
[9:30 a.m.] 
The following comes from what has been called The Reconciliation Scene in the movie Dead 
Man Walking starring Sean Penn and Susan Sarandon.  [Show Clip] 
[8:15 and 11:00 a.m.] 
After he took responsibility for his crimes, Sister Helen said to him, “You have dignity now, 
nobody can ever take that from you.  You are a son of God.” 
 
This resonates with us – we can believe a death row inmate discovering the image of God that 
had previously been hidden from their view – so how come it is so difficult for us to see this 
same image of God in our most annoying neighbor, coworker or family member? 
I find the words of my college friend have kept me humble in life, he said during our freshman 
year, “Lou, when you go to a function remember there is always that one person in the room 
who will annoy you.  Be ready for it.”  My friend quickly added, “And if you can’t identify that 
person in that room, then remember, it’s probably you.” 
 
The point is, our words should show value and worth toward God’s creation. 
They should be creative and uplifting – not destructive and toppling. 
Like God’s words over the void in Genesis, our words are designed to breathe life into being; to 
bring order out of chaos; to create something good. 
James is fully aware of the tongue’s ability to be both creative and destructive, “From the same 
mouth come blessing and cursing.” 
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James also gives his exasperated reply, one does well to hear a hint of despair in James’ voice as 
he says, “My brothers and sisters, this ought not to be so.” (3:10) 
 
Here, we do well to remember James’ Royal Law which believes community is founded upon 
the following, “You do well if you really fulfill the royal law according to the scripture, ‘You shall 
love your neighbor as yourself.’” (2:8) 
James is quoting Jesus’ words, ““You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with 
all your soul, and with all your strength, and with all your mind; and your neighbor as yourself.”  
(Luke 10:27) 
For Jesus – and James – words and actions are important – both have the power to build up or 
break down – they go together – for what we say is hopefully what we do – our proclamation 
matches our practice. 
 
Today is Trinity Sunday, when we proclaim the truth that the God we worship is, in fact, the 
Triune God, three in one, and God is still very much at work in the world creating, redeeming, 
sustaining and speaking. 
Jill Duffield, editor of The Presbyterian Outlook, highlights in her weekly email the following 
from William C. Placher’s book The Triune God, “In the incarnation, the three show that there is 
always within God a space large enough for the whole world, and even all its sin:  The Word’s 
distance from the one he calls Father is so great that no one falls outside it, and the Spirit fills 
that space with love.  The Spirit maintains … the space that Christ opens up ‘at our disposal, as a 
new, open space.’” 
 
We live in a time when the world needs to hear and see us proclaim the truth of our Triune 
God, the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.   
We need the world to know and feel and see and hear and experience the grace of our Lord 
Jesus the Christ, the love of God and the communion of the Holy Spirit. 
 
The headlines are filled with horrendous acts: 
Bombings that kill. 
Celebrities who take their distaste for the President to the extreme by using mock violence. 
Legislators who come to blows on their state house floor. 
A noose found at the African American History Museum in Washington, D.C. 
LeBron James’ home vandalized with racial slurs. 
Two men stabbed to death and a third injured, because they stood up to a man yelling anti-
Muslim slurs to two young women on a Portland, Oregon, train.  It is reported that the 
attackers last words were, “Tell everyone on this train I love them.” 
 
Our sanctuaries need to be the new, open, love-filled spaces that create space for others within 
the embrace of the Trinity. 
Presbyterian Minister and Princeton Seminary Professor, Daniel Migliore, described the Trinity 
as, “[they] are incomparably hospitable to each other.” 
Now is the time for us to be incomparably hospitable to each other as we emulate our God – in 
both word & action. 
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The world needs this kind of Word, right now. 
The world needs us to speak it, live it, wherever we are…wherever we go…however we are 
able. 
The world needs someone to speak hope and life into those places where there is hate and 
violence, destruction and division. 
 
As those who identify themselves as Christian – Dedicated Disciples – Christ Followers: 
Now is the time to proclaim the new, open, love-filled space of our Triune God, the space 
where we are to love God with everything we’ve got and our neighbors – all our neighbors – 
like ourselves. 
Now is the time to create a space that is so great “no one falls outside of it.” 
Now is the time to Talk (and walk) like a Christian. 
 
Amen & Amen. 


